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OVERVIEW
Predicting key trends for the new year has been a tech PR staple for decades .

Technology that takes years to develop can pass a tipping point within months and

transform markets . Others take years to build momentum , often requiring a

convergence with other developing technologies to take off . 

From inside the niches of the technology industry these shifts can sometimes seem

obvious . However , the last two years have been far from business as normal . The

development and adoption of certain technologies has dramatically accelerated .

What does this mean for our ability to accurately predict the most interesting

trends? Which predictions from 2020 stood the test of time and conversely which

did not? 

To find out we conducted an audit of last year ’s tech vendor predictions published

in a range of technology media and asked our Kaizo tech media panel for their

thoughts . 

Read on for a summary of our findings which we hope will help you develop

compelling , relevant and insightful predications that cut through in 2022 .



REMOTE  WORKING

"Continued remote working and
better supporting our employees
at home is the big challenge."

"VPN and other elements of remote
working infrastructure will be
stretched to the limit."

Heading into 2021 , a large proportion

of the workforce had been remote

working for almost a year .

Unsurprisingly , predictions of

investment to support stretched VPN

and RDP infrastructure , shifts to

permanent hybrid working , and

increased cyber security risks were

widespread . These have proved to be

amongst the most robust predictions . 

PROMINENT  PREDICTIONS  FROM  Q4  2020

REMOTE  WORKING  TECHNOLOGY

"We'll see smarter work apps and
software correction for our eye
gazes as we're using Zoom and
FaceTime and that sort of thing."

"Remote working and conferencing
is likely to remain a way of
working. Software will be
developed and improved to meet
demand."

Predictions of improvements in

remote working technology were

overly optimistic . The majority of

reports still cover the same sets of

tools as at the beginning of the year

as features are added and

incremental improvements made ,

but no clear game-changing

technology has emerged . We may

need to wait for Facebook ’s

metaverse for the next remote

working revolution . 

THE  RISE  OF  THE  API

"Using APIs, microservices and cross-channel experience, much more rapid
innovation of customer services and experiences is possible. This will allow
retailers/anyone working with a customer operations model to respond to
their markets and to prepare for unpredictable events better and faster."

"Continued adoption of the microservice architectural pattern will mean
an explosion in different types of API, both synchronous (REST, GraphQL)
and asynchronous (Kafka, Thrift, protobuf)."

Several API management and API security vendors secured funding in 2021 ,

demonstrating investor confidence in the importance of these hidden

technologies . As SaaS and cloud adoption continues , and the expectation for

real-time data grows , we could see more appetite for stories about the

importance of APIs , their management , and their security next year .



QUANTUM  EXPERIMENTATION

"2021 is the year of quantum
experimentation as developers get
their teeth into new simulators
and languages."
Amazon , IBM , Google , and Microsoft

are all enabling quantum computing

experimentation in the cloud , and

there were many reports of

investment in proof of concepts . 

We believe predictions of quantum

computing moving on to the

development agenda have held up .

Expect more interest in 2022 .

5G  GETS  REAL

"5G will finally make impact, with
China as the epicentre. With low
latency, high throughput, and
other technology promises."

"5G has caught the attention of
businesses and consumers.
However, it still doesn’t have much
to show in terms of business
impact. This will change in 2021."

"5G services will impact business
and consumer markets with China
taking the lead."

Network roll-outs faced challenges

during the year , so despite having

caught people ’s attention , 5G ’s

impact is still not being felt as widely

as predicted . Much more on 5G to

come .

SAAS  ACCELERATION

The race to deploy SaaS tools and
platforms will continue and
accelerate in 2021. 

There will be greater business
demand for SaaS.

SaaS has had a good 2021 , with

Gartner reporting mid-year that SaaS

adoption still has a significant lead

on other cloud services , although the

growth rate is slowing , not

accelerating as many predicted . 

Coverage of SaaS and SaaS vendors

held up and looks set to continue

well into 2022 . 

CLOUD  MIGRATION

"Organisations will find
themselves with a hybrid data
warehouse infrastructure as a
‘stepping-stone’ within a longer-
term strategic shift to be in the
cloud, at least for the majority of
companies. Technologies will
emerge that make the
management of multi-cloud-
environments much easier." 

Cloud adoption predictions hold up .

With cloud maturity varying across

company sizes and sectors , multi-

cloud , hybrid cloud and cloud

migration stories will continue to be

broadly relevant .  



IT  AUTOMATION

"Automation tools will remove much of the need for manual intervention,
reducing the workload for IT teams and improving performance for users."

As complexity grows , IT Automation is an ongoing journey . Conversations around

tools are often tightly tied to claims of using Artificial intelligence (AI) and

Machine learning (ML). Whether built or bought , people are interested in hearing

about the successful automation of processes , and the challenges of

implementing them . This will continue to be a live topic . 

INCREASED  IMPORTANCE  IN  ROLE  OF  CIOS  

"CIOs will become the go-to figure in the boardroom. The IT function of an
organisation will underpin business success amid uncertainty. CEOs will
look to their CIOs to drive their business through the waves of an
increasingly digitised economy in 2021."

"CIOs will take the lead in business as reliance on tech will be considered
the primary business driver."

CIOs and their teams demonstrated huge flexibility and capability to support

their organisations through the pandemic , However it remains to be seen if

predications of a wholesale shift of power in the boardroom comes to fruition in

2022 . 



Unsurprisingly this was remote working!
Businesses had to have consolidated systems , bolstered infrastructure and

improved security to support home and hybrid working . Coverage on these

topics continued during the year but is likely to be considered a tired

subject for 2022 .

MOST  ACCURATE  PREDICTIONS

The impact of 5G...
The need for networks to be widely operational pushes predictions of seeing

tangible business impacts from 5G applications out into the mid-2020s ,

albeit with Asia expected to benefit first . 5G roll-out and its impact are

stories that will continue to run over the next few years , as ever with a

voracious appetite for case studies from the media .

TOO  EARLY  TO  TELL



Year-end prediction pieces combine inputs

from multiple vendors . These pieces drive

useful traffic at a relatively quiet time of the

year . This points to approaches like name

dropping other major brands , and even

competitors , in quotes to boost the search

relevance , and hence the opportunity for

your predictions to be included .

However , UK tech journalists criticise the

majority of predictions received for

commonly being too vague , self-serving and

unoriginal . They , and their audiences , see

straight through sales messages wrapped

up as a prediction . So , care is needed to

make predictions newsworthy . 

MEDIA PERSPECTIVES

For further insights and thoughts on your 2022 predictions , please contact :

Steph MacLeod , on steph .macleod@kaizo .co .uk or +44 20 3176 4700

Avoid the obvious . For example the continued acceleration of SaaS is unsurprising .

A rise in new and emerging security implications of this is more interesting . 

Shine a light on a niche topic . This will demonstrate the expertise and insight of

the spokesperson providing the prediction . Topics like the impacts of pending

court cases , what mergers in a sector will mean , why a particular application of

tech will grow , how an overlooked technology will become important , are all likely

to be newsworthy and will provide follow up opportunities .

Take time to explain why each of the predictions is happening and detail why it

will matter . 

Provide news hooks that support what you are predicting . (e .g . the rise in attacks

on RDP driven by increased home working is spurring shifts in approach to

security .)

Use an appropriate spokesperson . A CTO or senior engineer is likely to be better

received than someone with a sales or marketing job title . 

Consider providing a recap on past predictions alongside the view you offer on the

coming year .

Be human . Don ’t be afraid to allow your spokesperson to show some personality or

humour .

2022  PREDICTION  TIPS
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